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State Dyslexia Specialist: Amy Schulting

ACADEMIC DEGREES & TRAINING

• PROFESSIONAL ROLES

‐ M.Ed. – Education Leadership

‐ Classroom teacher: PreK ‐ graduate
school
‐ Education Research Scholar at Duke
University

‐ PhD – Clinical Psychologist
‐ Wilson Certified Tutor
‐ Certified Dyslexia Practitioner
International Dyslexia Association
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‐ Clinical Psychologist in Private Practice
‐ Educational Consultant for school
districts in MN and Michigan
‐ Dyslexia Advocate (Decoding Dyslexia)
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Does My School Have Knowledge of Literacy Risk Factors?

Staff are aware of what at‐risk
readers look and sound like.
Staff have tools to predictably
and repeatedly identify learners
who need more instruction.
Staff can explain concerns in
learning to read to parents and
engage them in supporting
literacy.
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Does My School Support Have an Effective System for
Identifying of Risk?

Staff know indicators of atypically
developing readers.
Staff identify students
consistently and accurately.
Staff have valid and reliable
procedures to match learner
needs with effective
interventions.
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Does My School Have an Effective System of Matching
Intervention to Needs.?

Interventions have an effect size
that is likely to increase growth/
close the gap.
School’s schedule and supports
allow for full and implementation
of interventions as designed.
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Staff have knowledge to do the
interventions as designed.
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Does My School Have a System of Monitoring Interventions?

Staff have knowledge and
can document progress in
interventions.
Staff have procedures and
guidelines to make decisions
about progress data.
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Does My School and Adjusting Interventions?

Staff have evidence‐based
solutions to adjust
interventions that are not
working.
Staff have supports to
implement more intensive
interventions as designed.
Staff are consistent and
accurate in their decision8
making.
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The Progress of Last Year’s 8th Grade Cohort
General Education Progress in 5 Years

Special Education Progress in 5 Years

2017

Not
4,790
meeting ‐
(11%)

832

Meets +

29,067

10,539
(23%)

Not
Meeting ‐

Meets +

Not
meeting
‐

(2%)

(64%)

2012

2012

Not
Meeting ‐

2017

Meets +

2,696
(50%)

1,117
(21%)

Meets +

394
(7%)

1,152
(22%)
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Dyslexia: Why Now?
What will improve if we use knowledge about Dyslexia in schools?
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Dyslexia Identification: Lack of Progress in Reading Outcomes
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Dyslexia Identification: Minnesota Laws

Legislative action to address poor reading outcomes and Dyslexia
• Dyslexia Specialist at MDE, MN. Statute 120B.122
• Dyslexia defined in statute, MN. Statute 125A.01
• Read Well No Later than Grade 3, MN. Statute 120B.12
• Alternative Instruction Prior to Evaluation for Special Education,
MN. Statute 125A.56
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(2015) Dyslexia Defined in Minnesota Reading Statute
125A.01 Subd. 2.Dyslexia. "Dyslexia" means a specific learning disability
that is neurological in origin.
• difficulties with accurate or fluent recognition of words and by poor
spelling and decoding abilities.
• …a deficit in the phonological component of language that is often
unexpected…[in relation to abilities and effective instruction]
• Secondary consequences…in reading comprehension and reduced
reading experience...
• Students who have a dyslexia diagnosis must meet the state and
federal eligibility criteria in order to qualify for special education
services.
1/25/2018
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Visual Definition of Dyslexia
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The Label Helps in Matching Intervention to Need

Struggling Reader
• General statement indicating child is
not taking to reading as expected.
• Reading is not progressing naturally/
effortlessly.
• Requires additional instruction and
practice to improve.
• Phrase is not easily defined requires
at significant knowledge base to

match intervention to need.

Dyslexia
• Specific characteristics of reading that are difficult and treatable
• Phonemic awareness, decoding, encoding,
• Language processing
• Requires specific and intensive instruction to improve.
• Interventions are very targeted,
• intense and focused

• Systematic and explicit.
• Progress from sounds to consolidation of increasingly larger
chunks.
• Build knowledge and strategies to read and make meaning
from unknown or unfamiliar words.
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• More time and practice to make progress is required to learn
and consolidate.

FAQ: Navigating the School System When a Child is Struggling with Reading or Dyslexia (2015)
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Dyslexia Added to Reading
Well By Grade 3
Part 2: Screening Students for Dyslexia and Local Literacy Plans
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2016 Changes in Read Well By Grade 3
Subd.2. … The district also must annually report a summary of the district's
efforts to screen and identify students with dyslexia or convergence insufficiency
disorder to the commissioner by July 1.

2. (b) A student identified under this subdivision must be provided with alternate
instruction under section 125A.56, subdivision 1.
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Local Literacy Plans Address

Identify Students not
Likely to be Proficient

• Universal Screeners of Literacy.
• Guidelines for how to prioritize
and interpret data.
• Implemented 2‐3 times per
year with fidelity.
• Engage and communicate with
parents.
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Intervene

• Menu of Interventions
supplemental to core
instruction.
• Interventions evidence‐based.
• Select students and implement
interventions with fidelity.

Monitor and Adjust
Until Proficient

• Guidelines for how to monitor
and adjust.
• Intensive interventions.
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Local Literacy Plan with Practices for Supporting Students
Likely to Have Dyslexia

Identify based on risk

• Universal Screeners of Literacy •
• Guidelines for how to prioritize
and interpret data.
• Configure data for risk of
•
dyslexia.
• Implemented 2‐3 times per
year with fidelity.
•
• Engage and communicate with •
parents.
•
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Select and Intervene

Menu of Interventions
supplemental to core
instruction.
Effective for dyslexia—
phonemic awareness
decoding/encoding.
Interventions evidence‐based.
Sufficient intensity and
dosage.
Select students and implement
interventions with fidelity.

Monitor and Adjust

• Guidelines for how to monitor
and adjust.
• Intensive interventions.
• Effective for dyslexia—
phonemic awareness
decoding/encoding/language
processing.
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Intersection of Interventions Prior to Referral and Read Well
by Grade 3
• 2. (b) A student identified under this subdivision must be provided with alternate instruction under section
125A.56, subdivision 1.
MN. Statute 120B.12

• Screening procedures applied to all students do not trigger child find mandate under IDEA.
• Individualized assessment that applies to a few or some students may indicate suspicion of a disability and
child find procedures.
• Schools may provide interventions but may not deny an evaluation to complete interventions.
• Parents may request an evaluation for special education, which is not the same as requesting interventions.
• Data from interventions help to inform the educational impact and next instructional step if an evaluation is
conducted.
• There is nothing in law that prevents a psychologist or team from using the term dyslexia in the evaluation or IEP.
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Recommendation:
Configure Screening Data
How do we document data collected and
streamline communication about student needs?
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***DRAFT***
DYSLEXIA SCREENING
CHECKLIST
Product under development –
Measured Skills (shown here)
Family History
Observational Data
Total Score / Cut‐offs
What other information should
be included?
How could this be simplified?
What are your concerns?
Other suggestions?
1/25/2018
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Screening Data
Indicator ‐ the skill that is
missing or not sufficient.
Common Measure—likely
what is named in Local
Literacy Plan.
Typical Grade—When that
piece of data is gathered and
most useful.
Observation and Interview—
information that informs
instruction and significance
of challenge.
1/25/2018
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Spelling Tells
Us a Lot
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Students May
Have Memory
Issues
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Dyslexia is
Heritable
and Often
Runs in
Families
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Matching Identified Needs
with Instruction
How do we use existing indicators to better match students likely to have
dyslexia with effective interventions (phonological awareness, decoding, and
encoding)?
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Dyslexia is Known Pattern of Reading Difficulties

28
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Interventions for Dyslexia are Known to be Effective
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Structured Literacy Primer
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Structured Literacy Primer cont.
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NEXT STEPS
1. COMMUNICATE: Communicate changes in state statute related to dyslexia
2. COLLECT DATA: Gather data and support the implementation of evidence‐based
practices
3. COLLABORATE: Collaborate with stakeholders to identify frequently asked
questions and address barriers to implementation
4. PROCESS & SYSTEMS: Refine screening checklist and “decision‐tree” to support
decision making
5. OTHER?
1/25/2018
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Informational Paper 1
• A resource for staff, parents, and administrators.
• Defines words and what they mean for
struggling readers.
• Describes what it looks and sounds like.
• Describes how to advocate for support.
• Describes what instruction should look like.
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FAQ: Navigating the School System When a Child is Struggling with Reading or Dyslexia (2015)
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Informational Paper 2
• Describes added
requirement
• Defines indicators that
may exist in screening
system
• Defines which
measures are not
sufficient for
screening but are
helpful for grouping.
1/25/2018
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Minnesota Department of Education Resources
• New language within the Reading Well by Third Grade law (Minn. Stat. § 120B.12) has added
new reporting requirements for districts concerning students with dyslexia and convergence
insufficiency. The department has published several resources to support districts as they
work to increase their understanding of these disorders and update their Local Literacy Plans.
Dyslexia Resources:
• FAQ: Navigating the School System When a Child is Struggling with Reading or Dyslexia (2015)
• Revising Local Literacy Plans to Include “Efforts to Identify Students with Dyslexia” (2017)
• How Long Can Students Receive Interventions Prior to Comprehensive Evaluation? (2017)
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Thank you!
Amy Schulting, PhD, M.Ed, LP
Amy.Schulting@state.mn.us
651‐582‐8596

Vicki Weinberg , PhD
Vicki.Weinberg@state.mn.us
651‐582‐8245
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